Great Depression Simulation

Travel Log

DIRECTIONS: As you navigate through the Great Depression use this travel log to note your experiences.

#’s

Note your experiences below

STOCKS

BANK RUN

MAKE $

BONUS MARCHERS

HOBO MARKINGS

Draw symbol & note meaning

SOUP KITCHEN

ROAD PROBLEMS

BET IT ALL

END STORY

Road Map

Name:

Period:
Great Depression Simulation

Questions

1. If the simulation was real what would you have considered the lowest point in your life? Explain

2. Based off your experiences do you agree with Herbert Hoover’s “Rugged Individualism” mentality? Explain

3. The stock market crash in 1929 signaled the start of the Great Depression but it was not the only cause. What other factors contributed to the Great Depression? List at least 3 based off this simulation and explain how it contributed to the Great Depression.